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We use group representation theory to study free actions by finite groups on spaces with nonzero 
Euler characteristic. The main results are: (i) a sharp lower bound on the dimension of QH*(X; Q) 
if X is a finite CW-complex with nonzero Euler characteristic admitting afree action by a finite 
Abelian group and (ii) an algebraic haracterization f the finite groups that can act freely on an 
arbitrary product of complex projective spaces (with the surprising conclusion that any such 
group must be a 2-group). 
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1. Introduction 
Suppose that X is a finite CW-complex with nonzero Euler characteristic, x (X) ,  
and G is a finite group acting freely and cellularly on X. Then the order of G must 
divide x(X) .  For example if X is homotopy equivalent o a product of  even- 
dimensional spheres, then G is necessarily a 2-group. In this paper we will study 
a further restriction. Suppose that 0 z is a field whose characteristic s prime to x(X) ,  
we include the possibil ity that char(F)= 0. It will fol low from the Lefschetz fixed 
point theorem that the G-representat ion modules H* (X ;  ~z) and QH*(X;  ~-) must 
be faithful. This leads us to the fol lowing problem: Given a finite group G and a 
field D z whose characteristic s prime to the order of  G, find the min imum k such 
that G embeds in the general l inear group GL(k;  Dz). We solve this problem com- 
pletely for ~ = Q and all finite Abelian groups, in the last section of  the paper we 
investigate those finite groups that can act freely on a product of  complex projective 
spaces. The cohomology representations here turn out to be free twisted permutat ion 
representations. One notable consequence is that any such group must be a 2-group. 
After completing this paper the work of Hottman, [2, 3], came to my attention. 
I would like to thank him for supplying me with his preprints. 
0166-8641/89/$3.50 © 1989, Elsevier Science Publishers B.V. (North-Holland) 
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2. Motivation: Free actions and representation theory 
If  G is a group and X is a right G-space, then the singular cohomology of 
X, H* (X ;  I:), is a left G-algebra in a natural way. (f is an arbitrary field.) We will 
be interested in free actions byfinite groups on spaces with nonzero Euler characteris- 
tic. As we shall see, this puts severe restrictions on the type of left representations 
that the cohomology algebras can assume. Two well-known restrictions are the 
following: The order of G must divide the Euler characteristic, x(X) ,  and if we 
also assume that {G I ¢ 0(mod char(f)),  then H*(X ;  1:) is a faithful left G-module. 
(By convention we will regard x =0 as the only solution to the equation x = 
0(mod 0).) This follows from the Lefschetz fixed point theorem. We will show that 
the module of indecomposables, QH*(X;  f), is also faithful. 
Definitions 2.1. All f-algebras, A*, will be graded and connected, i.e., A °~ f and 
A j = 0 for j < 0. The module ofindecomposables is defined to be QA* = A*/A*  • A*, 
where A -~= @ >o A j. A* is called finite if QA* is a finite-dimensional F-vector space. 
Lemma 2.2. Suppose A* is a finite nonnegatively graded augmented algebra over a 
field 1: and f :A* -~A*  is an algebra map of finite order, f "  = identity, with n • 
0(rood char(F)). I f  the induced map on indecomposables, Q( f ) ,  is the identity, then f
is the identity. 
Proof. Choose a basis {[x~], . . . , [xk]} for QA* with ascending homogeneous 
degrees, i.e., each xj ~ A"~ and nl << • - • <~ nk. Since A* is multiplicatively generated 
by x l , . . . ,  Xk it is enough to show that each f (x j )  = xj. We do this inductively. First 
note that our assumption Q(f)=ident i ty  implies f (x j ) -x j6  A* .  A*, and in par- 
ticular f (x l )=  xl. Assume, inductively, that f (x j )=  XJ for all j less than s, and let 
u =f (xs) -x~.  For dimension reasons u is an element of the ideal (x~ . . . . .  x~-l), 
and so we have x~=f"(X~)=f=-~(x~+u) . . . . . x=+n. u. Consequently n. u=0 
in ~. Now invoke the assumption that n is nonzero modulo char(F) to conclude 
that u = 0, completing the induction. 
Assumptions. We now wish to confine our attention to those spaces for which the 
Lefschetz fixed point theorem is valid. We will do this by assuming that all spaces 
are finite connected CW-complexes. To insure that the topological actions behave 
nicely with respect o cohomology we will also assume that all actions are cellular. 
A G-space is understood to be a space, X, on which a.finite group G acts, with the 
above assumptions in force. I f  the action is free, then we will call X a free G-space. 
Theorem 2.3. Suppose X is a free G-space and f is a field such that x (X)¢  
0(rood char(F)), then the induced left action of G on QH*(X;  I:) is faithful. 
Proof. Let g c G induce the identity map on QH*(X; f ) .  By the previous lemma g 
must induce the identity on H:~(X;~-), in which case the Lefschetz number of g 
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would be equal to x(X)(mod char0:)). But this contradicts the Lefschetz fixed point 
theorem. [] 
Example 2.4. Suppose X ~ 1~:~ S 2nj is a free G-space. The Euler characteristic of
X is well known to be 2 k and so the order of G must divide 2 k. The module of 
indecomposables, QH*(X;  Q), has dimension k and the natural transformation 
QH*(X;  7/)~ QH*(X;  Q) is an injection. It follows that G embeds into GL(k; 7/). 
The following theorem, due originally to Minkowski, will be useful to us. (A proof 
is outlined in [4].) 
Theorem 2.5 (Minkowski). Let /x:GL(k; 7/)-~ GL(k; 7/p) be the reduction homo- 
morphism where p is a prime number. Suppose further that G is a finite subgroup of 
GL(k; 2). 
(i) I f  p is odd, then G c~ ker/x is trivial. 
(ii) / fp  = 2, then G c~ ker/x is an elementary Abelian 2-group with rank less than 
or equal to k. 
It now follows immediately that O f the induced action of G on H*(X;  7/2) is 
trivial, then G is in the kernel of the above reduction homomorphism and con- 
sequently G ~ (7/2) t with I~ < k. This result was also proved in [2, 3] by a different 
method. It was also shown that this result is sharp since there is a free action when 
l=k.  
Example 2.6. Let CP n denote complex projective n-space, whose cohomology ring 
is known to be H*(CPn; Q)~Q[z ] / ( z  "+1) where z is a class of degree two, so the 
module of indecomposables i  one-dimensional. It follows immediately that 
x(CP n) = n + 1, so that any finite group acting freely must have order dividing n + 1, 
and by the above theorem there must be a one-dimensional f ithful Q-representation 
of (3. The only finite group admitting such a representation is 7/2, in which case n 
must be odd. On the other hand a free 7/2-action on any CP 2n+1 is given by the 
involution [z0,. . . ,z2n] ~=[-£1, f fo , . . . ,  ~,~,~n-1] where 5 denotes the complex 
conjugate of z. We summarize by saying that CP" admits a free action if and only 
if n is odd in which case the only finite group that can act freely is Y2. 
X k Example 2.7. Suppose -~[][j=l CP"J with a free action by G. The module of 
indecomposables has dimension k and, by the above, is a faithful integral 
G-representation. I  the last section of this paper we will show that this representa- 
tion factors through a twisted permutation representation. We will then use this to 
show that G must be a 2-group, generalizing the previous example. 
3. The algebraic problem: Minimal embedding dimension 
In this section we will take up the problem of determining, for a finite group G, 
the least integer k that allows an embedding of G into GL(k; ~) for a given field 
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I-. As we saw in the previous section, the solution to this problem will give us a 
restriction on the groups that may act freely on a given space with nonzero Euler 
characteristic. We will focus our attention on the prime fields. 
Notation 3.1. Suppose G is a group. Let 6p(G) be the min imum k for which there 
is an embedding G~GL(k ;  ~) where I: is the prime field with char( I : )=p.  
We begin with a few useful properties. 
Proposition 3.2. Suppose that G is a finite group. 
(i) I f  H is a subgroup of G, then 
6p(H)<~6p(G)<~[G: H] .  6p(H). 
(ii) I f  G ~ 7/2, then 
6p~G)~<lcl-1. 
(iii) 6~,(G1 x Ga)<~ 6p(G1)+6p(G2). 
Proof. The first inequality of (i) is trivial, while the second inequality follows from 
the fact that the induced representation of a faithful representation is faithful. (ii) 
follows since the reduced regular representation of any finite group, except 7/2, is 
faithful and (iii) should be clear. [~ 
Remarks 3.3. (i) The case of G = 7/e, excluded from Proposition 3.2(ii), is an easy 
exercise: 
6p(7/2) = {12 i fp  ~ 2, 
i fp  =2.  
(ii) The results of [2, 3] can be interpreted as saying 60(Y2") = 2" 1. 
If a space is torsion-free, then its rational cohomology has the same dimension 
as its mod p cohomology. In this case one would be interested to know which gave 
the better result: 6p or 8o. 
Proposition 3.4. (i) I f  G is a finite group and p is an odd prime, then 6p(G) <~ go(G). 
(ii) l f  G is a group of odd order, then 62(G)<~6o(G). 
Proof. It is known that any finite subgroup G of GL(k;  Q) is conjugate to a finite 
subgroup G'  of GL(k;  2~), see [4]. By Minkowski 's theorem (see previous section) 
the reduction of G' in GL(k ;  ~'p) is isomorphic to G if p is odd or if p = 2 and the 
order of G is odd. [] 
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Remark 3.5. The relationship between 82 and 60 for even ordered groups seems 
complicated at best. 
We shall now compute 8o for any finite Abelian group. The first step will be to 
settle the case of finite cyclic groups. 
Theorem 3.6. Suppose m is a natural number, larger than or equal to 3. I f  m is 2 
times an odd integer, m = 2(2n + 1), then 6o(2m)= 8o(7/2n+1). I f on the other hand, 
t 
m =Hi=1 pl', faetorization into powers of primes, and no PI' is 2, then 
(~o(~-m) ~ PI' l(pi-- 1). 
i=1 
The proof of the above theorem will require a combinatorial lemma. First some 
definitions. 
Definitions 3.7. Suppose Q-  {ql,-.., qt} is a set of distinct positive integers. The 
weight of Q is defined to be w(Q) = ql " " " q,. A partition of Q is any set of subsets 
Q~, , . . ,  Q~ of Q such that Q is the disjoint union of Q1 , . . . ,  Q~. The weight of the 
partition is defined to be w(Qj , . . . ,  Qt)= w(QO+'"+w(Ql ) .  
Lemma 3.8. I f  Q = {ql,.  • •, qt} is a set of integers with each qj > 1, then a partition 
of Q with minimal weight is given by the singletons {q~},..., {q,}. 
Proof. First suppose Q1, Q2 is a partition of Q. Then w(Q) = w(Q1)  • w(Q2)  , while 
w(Q1, Q2)-  w(Q1)+ w(Q2). Since the product of two integers that are larger than 
1 is always at least as large as their sum, we obtain the inequality W(Ql)+ w(Q2)~< 
w(Q). Now proceed inductively. [] 
Proof of Theorem 3.6. First assume m -2 (2+ 1). We get 60(Z2n+~)~ 6o(Zm) from 
Remark 3.3(i). On the other hand, if T is an element of GL(k; Q), of order 2n + 1, 
then -T  has order 2(2n + 1). This implies 6o(7/m)~< 8o(Y2n+1). This proves the first 
assertion of the theorem. 
For the remainder of the proof we assume m has the factorization into powers 
of distinct primes m =pl  l . . . .  pl/ and no p~J is 2. Let T be an element of GL(k; Q) 
of order m. Each eigenvalue of T is an ruth root of unity. It follows that the 
characteristic polynomial of T,f(A) (of degree k), must factor in the form 
f (A)  = [!I @,,j(A), 
j= l  
where 4~,,(A) is the nth cyclotomic polynomial of degree ~b(n), and 4~(n) is the 
Euler phi-function. Recall that the roots of 4~n(A) are the primitive nth roots of 
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unity. Let Dj be the diagonal matrix whose nonzero entries are the roots of q),~(A). 
Then T is conjugate in GL(k;  C), to a diagonal matrix: 
T- -  . .  . 
0 D ,  
The point now is that k=Y,j qS(nj) and we are looking for the smallest possible 
value we can get for the right-hand side, ~j ~h(nj). 
The order of  the matrix D~ is nj, consequently m = lcm(n l , . . . ,  ns). This gives us 
the inequality 
k~>min c)(nj)lm =lcm(n l , . . . ,  n,) . 
j 1 
Now recall the multiplicative property of the Euler phi-function: &(ab)= 
oh(a). O(b) whenever a and b are relatively prime. This implies that the above 
minimum will be attained by a sequence n l , . . . ,  ns that satisfies the further condition 
that n~, . . . ,  n~ are pairwise relatively prime, and so m = nl - - • n,. Let qj = &(p~) = 
p~ ~(pj - 1). Then the choice of  a sequence nl, • . . ,  n~ satisfying the above conditions 
amounts to a choice of  a partition Q~, . . . ,  Q.~ of Q = {q~, , . . ,  q,}, where Qj is the 
set of q~'s that appear in the prime decomposit ion of nJ. The sum Y~j 6(nj) is just 
the weight w(Q1, . . . ,  Qs). According to the previous lemma this weight is minimal 
for the partition Qj = {qj}, j = 1 , . . . ,  t. This gives us the inequality k ~> q~ +- - • + q,, 
completing the proof. [] 
We are now ready to compute 6o(G) for any finite Abelian group G. 
G 
t 
Theorem 3.9, Suppose ~j=l  7/m where each mj divides mj+l. Then 
ao(G) = Z a0(Z.,,). 
j= l  
Proof. The inequality '°<~" follows immediately from Remark 3.3(iii). We prove 
">~". Let M be a faithful Q[G] -module ,  and let H be a maximal cyclic subgroup 
of G (of order m). We may diagonalize M over the complex numbers: 
c®m-~ @ V,, 
i=l 
where each V, is a one-dimensional complex G-module, and so that at least one 
V~, say V1, is a faithful H-module.  Let P l : G ~ GL(1 ; C) represent V1 and G1 = ker p l. 
The image of Pl is isomorphic to G1, so the structure theorem for finite Abelian 
groups implies G ~ G~ x H and 
t 1 
j 1 
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Let e. denote the composition 
pro j  
M --> C @ M ~ @@ g i i 72, 
i 
and let M1 be the image of e. Then M~ is a faithful Q[H]-module and a trivial 
Q[ G~]-module. Pick a complimentary submodule M2, M ~ M 1 @ M 2 . Then M2 must 
be a faithful G~-module. This gives us an inequality 
60(H) + ~0(G~) ~< 60(G). 
Now proceed inductively on Gj to complete the proof. [~ 
Remark 3.10. Referring to the motivating topological problem, we can combine the 
last two theorems, along with Theorem 2.4, to obtain restrictions on spaces with 
nonzero Euler characteristic that admit free actions by certain finite Abelian groups. 
For example, if an elementary Abelian p-group (7/p) t acts freely on X, x (X)# 0 
with the assumptions in Section 2, then dim QH*(X;  Q)) l (p -1 ) .  On the other 
hand, a free action by Zp, would require dim QH*(X;  Q)>~p~ l (p_  l ) .  
4. The special case of truncated polynomial algebras 
This section is related to the previous ection only in that we will use representation 
theory and the Lefschetz fixed point theorem to give a restriction on certain free 
actions. Our aim is to generalize Example 2.6 above. We will begin with the 
topological motivation. 
Suppose that X has the homotopy type of a product of complex projective spaces, 
I~j k_~ CP'J i. Then H*(X ;  Q) is isomorphic to the truncated polynomial algebra 
n n Q[z l , . . . ,  zk] / (Z~l , . . . ,  ~k~). In Section 2 we saw that if G acted freely on X, then 
the module of indecomposables QH*(X;  Q), spanned by the representatives 
{[Zl] , . . . ,  [zk]}, was a faithful G-representation. We will now show that this rep- 
resentation is in fact a twisted permutation representation. We should point out that 
this result will be true for any action on X, not just free actions. In the case of a 
free action a simple character argument will then be used to show that the group 
must be a 2-group (a bit of a surprise since this is not predicted by the Euler 
characteristic x(X)  = n~ • • • nk). 
Lemma 4.1. Suppose that A* is the graded homogeneous algebra 
17 zn Q[Zl, . . . ,  ~k]/(zl , . .  •, k), n > 1, where each z~ has homogeneous degree d > O. Sup- 
pose further that f is an algebra endomorphism of  A*. Then there is a permutation 
~r c Xk and a vector (ql, • • •, qk ) c Q k such that f ( z~ ) = qi " z~i for  each i= 1 , . . . ,  k. 
Proof. Let [to.] be the matrix for f, i . e . , f ( z j )  =~i  tozi. We must then have a relation 
(~i t~z~)" = 0. We expand the left-hand side of this relation and look at the coefficient 
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in front of  the term zg~ -1 - z~2, which comes in the form c"  ( tq j )  n -1  • tgo_j where c is a 
nonzero b inomial  coefficient. We then obtain the equation ti,j • t~j = 0 when il ~ i2. 
It follows that the matr ix [to] has exactly one nonzero component  in each 
column. [] 
Lemma 4.2. Suppose A*  is the graded homogeneous algebra that is the tensor product 
A ~ @ " • • @ A * where each A*  is an algebra isomorphic to Q[z l , . . . ,  Zg ]/ ( z ~,, . . . , z ~) 
where 1 < nl <""  < nt and the generators z~ o f  A~ have homogeneous degree d > O. 
Then any automorphism, f o f  A* splits into a tensor product f =f l@ • • • @ f~, where 
each fj is an automorphism o f  A* .  
. ,  m, z;~,~) Proof. For  convenience we w i l l re index  so that A*=Q[Z l , . .  zk]/(z~ , . . . ,  
where 1 < ml~<' ' -<~ mk. As in the previous proof  we let [t0] be the matrix for f 
We will show that t o = 0 whenever mi ¢ mj. We expand the left-hand side of the 
relation (~ toZi )'~ = 0 and look at the coefficient in front of  the term z~, which is 
(t0) mj. I f  m~ > mi, then this implies that t 0 = 0. 
Now assume m~ < mj. We use the fi ltration F~, . . . ,  F~ of A* where F~ is the 
subalgebra generated by {z~[i <~ kl +" • • + k~} (i.e., F~ is Al*® • • • ®A*) .  The result 
of the last paragraph says that f is fi ltration preserving. Consequent ly  f induces an 
automorphism on each FSF~_ I .  Thus for each j there is an io with m~ o=mj  and 
t~oj # O. Again we look at the equation (~i toz~) ~, = 0. Consider  the coefficient in 
(m. 1) -- t!rni 1) t !m-l-mi+l) where c is some front of z~ ' • - v'(m',o re+l) it takes the form c- ~,j ' ,oJ 
(hi. 1) nonzero b inomial  coefficient. Now zi , is nonzero, and the same goes for Zl~o'i m+~) 
since m~0 = mj and 1 < m~ < mj. Furthermore t~o j # 0 by assumption,  so we must have 
t 0= O. [] 
Remark 4.3. The assumpt ion in the above lemma that f be an automorphism,  not 
just an endomorphism,  is necessary. For  example if A* = Q[z l ,  z2]/(z~, z3), then 
the endomorph ism given by f ( zO = 0 and f ( z2 )= zl clearly does not satisfy the 
conclusion of the lemma. 
We will use the above two lemmas to describe the automorphism group of the 
algebra A* in Lemma 4.3. To do so we must first recall the definition of  vk ~ G, the 
k-fold wreath product o f  a group G, to be -Yk x G k as a set, and with mult ipl icat ion 
(Tr; g l , -  • •, gk)(o-; h~, . . . ,  hk) = (~r~r; g~lhl . . . .  , g=khk). 
Now we let Q* represent the mult ipl icative group of nonzero rat ional  numbers. 
Then the group 2;k ~ Q* acts on the left of the algebra A* = Q[z l , .  • . ,  zk] / ( z~, . . . ,  z~) 
as follows: (~ ' ;q l , . . . ,qk ) ' z i=q i  "z~i. We may represent this action by a 
homomorph ism Pk.n : 2;k ~ Q* ~ Aut(A*) ,  where Aut(A*)  is the automorphism group 
of A*. We now put the above two lemmas together to obtain: 
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Theorem 4.4. Suppose A* = A*I @ • • • OAf  is the algebra described in Lemma 4.2, 
then the map 
l l 
p = @ Pk,,,,~" ~ X~ ~ Q*-+ Aut(A*) 
i= l  i=1  
is an isomorphism. 
Let F2 be the multiplicative subgroup of Q* consisting of the elements {1, -1}. 
Corollary 4.5. Suppose A* satisfies the hypotheses of  the last theorem and ~" Go  
Aut(A*) is an algebra representation of  a finite group G. Then there is a factorization 
G ~ Aut(A*) 
! 
i=  1 
where p' is the restriction o f  p. 
Remark 4.6. If the rational cohomology of a G-space X is concentrated in even 
dimensions, then the Lefschetz number is the character of the representation module 
H*(X;  Q). if  X is a product of complex projective spaces, then the above corollary 
gives us the following formula for the character 
I 
x~(g) = I] x~4,,, (~gg)) 
j= l  
where ~i is the projection of o7 onto the jth factor. 
Lemma 4.7. Suppose A* is the algebra Q[z l , . . . ,  Zk]/(Z'~, . . . ,  z~) with n > 1, and 
P~:,n :~k S Y2-~ Aut(A*) is the above defined representation, then the character o f  p'k,n 
mav be calculated as follows. For an element (~-; e l , . . . ,  ek)~ X,k ~ F2 write rr as a 
product o f  disjoint cycles 7r = c r l . . ,  o-~ (we include o, cles o f  length 1) and for  any 
cycle o-= (il, • . . ,  i,) we let s~ = % . • • si, and let r be the number o f  e~'s that are 
equal to 1. Then 
X~,;,(~;Sl . . . , sk )  =~0 /fn is even and at least one s~, is 
' ~ n otherwise. 
Proof. Since the matrix for p~:,, (relative to the basis of monomials) has exactly one 
nonzero entry in each column, the trace is the sum of the eigenvalues corresponding 
to the monomial eigenvectors. We collect all monomials in A* that are eigenvectors 
of p'kn(~; <, . . . ,  Sk): 
{z ; - - - z~;o lo<~t l , . . . , t~<n} 
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- - '  • ' i f c r=( i l , . . ,  ib)) .Then (where z~- . i , . ,  zi,, 
,)(p/,,,,(3T; E l , . - . ,  ~3k)~ '~, 
0~-t I ,...,ta<n 
Since each ~ is 1 or -1  we have 
,, 1 fn  i fe=l ,  
5~ e '= l lO  if  e = - l  and n is odd,  
=0 i fe  - l  and  n is even .  
The result fol lows. 
a n 1 
~;~'"&o=I I  E ' Eo-j .  
j= l  /=0  
Definit ion 4.8. There is a natura l  r ight act ion of  2;k ~ F2 on F2 k given by 
(T I , . . .  ~ TIc ) " (TT;  ~1, -  • " ,  8k )  = (TTr le l ,  - ' -  , TTrk~k)" 
I f  c~ ¢ v k ~/'2 acts freely on F~ then we call a a free twisted permutation. 
Proposit ion 4.9. An element ce c Ek ~ F2 is a fi'ee twisted permutation if and only if the 
value of  the character Xp~,~(c~) is zero. 
Proof.  This fo l lows direct ly  f rom the Lefschetz  f ixed po int  theorem,  but  we give a 
more e lementary  proo f  here. We first observe that any e lement  c~ = (~-; e~, . . . ,  ek) 
in 2;k ~ F2 may be factored as a product  of  d is jo int  twisted cycles c~ = cq • . • c~ where 
each a, = (o-i; e~,~,..., e~,k), ~r = o-~ • . • o-~ is the cycle decompos i t ion  of  7r and 
{~j i f i i s in~,  
e i j=  otherwise.  
By Lemma 4.8 it is c lear that  the character  o f  c~ is zero if  and only i f  the character  
of  some o~ is zero; and the dis jo intness of  the product  decompos i t ion  wil l  ensure 
that c~ is a free twisted permutat ion  if  and only  i f  some c~ is. Consequent ly  we may 
assume lr is a cycle, 7r ( i l , . . . ,  i,), and ej 1 i f  v r ( j )= j .  We further  observe that 
now the character  of  a is not  zero if  and only  i f  the product  e,~ = e~,~ •• • e~/, = 1. 
Now pick r = ( r l ,  •. •, rk) C F~ and suppose r is left f ixed by c~, then we obtain a 
sequence of  identit ies % = r,% % = %e~, % e~e . . . . .  %% e~, • • • ~< = rqe~, f rom which 
it fo l lows that e~-1 .  If, on the other  hand,  e~ = 1, then we can clearly choose 
%, %~, . . . ,  %,<~, so that the above sequence o f  identit ies is satisfied, f rom which 
we can easi ly construct  a vector  (q , . . . ,  rk) f ixed by o~. D 
Coro l lary  4.10. Suppose G is a finite subgroup of Xk ~ F2 that satisfies the further 
condition that there is an even positive integer n so that the value of  the character 
Xp~,,,(c~) = 0 for all nonidentity elements ce ~ G. Then G is a 2-group whose order does 
not exceed 2 k and the exponent of  G does not exceed 2k (the exponent of  a 2-group 
is the highest power of  2 that can appear as an element's order). 
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Proof. XoL,,(c~)=0 for some positive even integer n if and only if the same is true 
for n = 2. Then apply the last proposition. The bound on the exponent is an immediate 
consequence of Theorem 3.6 applied to the group 7/2'. [] 
Remark 4.11. The order and exponent bounds in the above corollary are sharp in 
the following sense. We can cleary get a free action of (772) k on itself so that there 
is a group of order 2 k acting freely. On the other hand the action of  7/2, , on (7/2) 2' 
given by ~-(e~,...,  e2~) = (e2 , . . . ,  e2' , -e~) is free. 
Definition 4.12, A representation p : G ~ £k ~ F2 will be called a free twisted permuta- 
tion representation if the induced action on F~ is free. (It follows that the representa- 
tion must then be faithful.) 
Theorem 4.13. Suppose G is a nontrivial finite group and X is a free G-space with the 
homotopy type of  (C[P") k, then m must be odd and G is a 2-group admitting a free 
twisted permutation representation G ~ Xk ~ Fz. Furthermore, the order of  G cannot 
exceed 2 k and the exponent of  G cannot exceed 2k. 
Proof. The Euler characteristic of X is ( re+l )  k, which is nonzero in Q, so the 
Q-cohomology representation is faithful. According to Corollary 4.5 this representa- 
tion factors through a twisted permutation representation ~ : G-> Y-k ~ F2 and further- 
more the Lefschetz number coincides with the character Xo; ...... o g. By Lemma 4.7 
this character will be zero only when m + 1 is even, so m must be odd. Corollary 
4.10 then tells us that G is a 2-group and gives the bound on its order. [] 
Remark 4.14. I f  G is a group admitting a free twisted permutation representation 
G~ 2;k ~ F2, then G is a 2-group by the above and furthermore G can act freely on 
any (CPm) k, if m is odd, via the free involution on CP m. Thus we obtain a complete 
algebraic classification of  the finite groups that can act freely on any (CPm) k. For 
example, (Z2) l will act freely on (CPm) k if and only if l<~ k. Similarly 7/2, can act 
freely if and only if 2 l l ~< k. 
The situation with arbitrary products of complex projective spaces is a little more 
difficult. 
Theorem 4.15. Suppose G is a finite group and X is a free G-space with the homotopy 
type of l]~=l (CPmJ)kJ where l<~ml <. .  .<ml ,  and let l ~(m)=O if m is even and 1 
if m is odd. Then G is a 2-group that admits an embedding 
1 
e~': G~ I] Y--~mp.k,~F2 
J 1 
in such a way that for each nonidentity element g c G some component of  c~'(g) = 
( c~(g), . . . , c~(g) , say c~(g), with m i odd, is a free twisted permutation. Furthermore, 
the order of  G cannot exceed 2 k, where k=/x(ml ) "  k l+ ' "  "+Ix(m1)" kz, and the 
exponent of  G cannot exceed 2- max{#(m~) • k l , . . . , / x (mt)  - kt}. 
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Proof. By Corollary 4.5 the cohomology representation factors through a map 
~ l ~:G~[Ij=~ Zkj ~F2. Now let a' denote the composit ion of ~ with the projection 
l I 
I]j=~ Xkj I F2 ~ Hj=I--Y. lr-j)" kj ~ /72. We claim that c~' is an injection. To see this pick 
an element g e ker ~'. The Lefschetz number L(g) is equal to the character 
x~(g) = II x%,,,,+,( ~j(g) ) 
! 
by Remark 4.6. The formula of Lemma 4.7 then implies that X~ (g) ¢ 0, contradicting 
the Lefschetz fixed point theorem unless g = 1, thus proving the claim. It should be 
equally clear from the above character formula that for any g ~ G some ~j(g), with 
mj odd, must be a free twisted permutation. The bound on the exponent of G 
follows immediately. We may now compose c~' with the natural injection 
l 
j= l  
to obtain a free twisted permutation representation G ~ Xk ~ F2. Thus giving the 
bound on the order of G. 
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